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The speciesarea relationship is one of the strongest empirical generalizations in geographical ecology, yet controversy persists about some important questions concerning its causality and application. Here, using more accurate measures of island surface size for five different island systems, we show that increasing the accuracy of the estimation of area has negligible impact on the fit and form of the speciesarea relationship, even though our analyses included some of the most topographically diverse island groups in the world. In addition, we show that the inclusion of general measurements of environmental heterogeneity (in the form of the so-called choros model), can substantially improve the descriptive power of models of island species number. We suggest that quantification of other variables, apart from area, that are also critical for the establishment of biodiversity and at the same time have high explanatory power (such as island age, distance, productivity, energy, and environmental heterogeneity), is necessary if we are to build up a more predictive science of species richness variation across island systems.



The speciesarea relationship (SAR) is one of the longest and most frequently studied patterns in geographical ecology. Yet there remain some important questions on the nature of this relationship, its causality, quantification and application for both ecologists and conservation biogeographers (Williamson 1981, Lomolino 2001, Scheiner 2003, Whittaker et al. 2005, Whittaker and Ferna´ndez-Palacios 2007). The species richness of a region or area is the result of many processes acting across space and time. Thus, the speciesarea relationship, as with many other patterns arising from complex systems, cannot analytically describe the relative importance of all the processes involved. Instead, we should think of SARs as generalized descriptions that subsume the underlying complexity of ecological systems and highlight the dominant process(es) (Brown 1995, Rosenzweig 1995, O’Hara 2005). Our focus is on the particular case of the island speciesarea relationship or ISAR (Whittaker and Ferna´ndez-Palacios 2007). Within the familiar expression of the ISAR relationship, S cAz (where S species number for each island, A is area, and c and z are constants), z was interpreted by MacArthur and Wilson (1967) as largely a function of archipelago isolation. However, z values may have alternative interpretations, for example, related with variation of



climatic or biogeographical controls of species pool size, inclusion/exclusion of transient species, and balance in key processes (immigration, extinction, speciation) (Connor and McCoy 1979, Rosenzweig 1995, Willerslev et al. 2002, Drakare et al. 2006, Triantis et al. 2008). Moreover, the explanatory power of area for species number variations is also variable, with empirical studies demonstrating significant (sometimes dominant) roles for an array of subsidiary variables (e.g. energy, habitat type, disturbance, elevation and island age), suggesting scale- and context- dependency in the speciesarea relationship (Rosenzweig 1995, Borges and Brown 1999, Whittaker 2000, Whittaker and Ferna´ndez-Palacios 2007). One of the most interesting modifications of the traditional approaches to describing ISARs was Wright’s (1983) so-called ‘species energy theory’. Wright replaced area in the speciesarea regression with the product of energy and island area. As with area, available energy does not estimate directly the variety of resource types present on an island, but it is likely to be correlated with it (Hawkins et al. 2003, Kalmar and Currie 2006). A similar approach was adopted by Triantis et al. (2003) in the choros model, in which they replaced area with the product of the number of habitat types and island area. The results of both the approaches were 1555



encouraging, offering, in many cases, improved fits in comparison to the classic speciesarea regressions and highlighting the need for measures other than area to be incorporated into models describing and predicting island species richness. One question arising from these alternative models (ISARs, speciesenergy models, and the choros model) is whether the improvements in model fit arising from the use of more sophisticated measures of island carrying capacity might, in part, reflect the fact that the commonly used planar measures of island area do not adequately estimate the true resource space available to island species (Nogue´sBravo and Arau´jo 2006, Fattorini 2007), thus detrimentally affecting the strength of ISARs and the estimates of the parameters of the ISAR models? In general, errors in area estimation based on planar area are likely to be significant only for archipelagos involving substantial variation in topography (Williamson 1988, Willerslev et al. 2002, Fattorini 2007). To investigate this question we use measurements of the total surface area in five different island groups and a wide range of taxa. Specifically, we address the following questions: 1. Do more accurate measurements of island area increase the fit of the ISARs? 2. How are the two parameters of the classic relationship (c and z) affected by an increase in the accuracy of measurements of island area? This question has some significance within conservation biogeography, as generalisations concerning the form of ISARs are used in e.g. predicting species losses in fragmented landscapes (e.g. compare Brooks et al. 2002, Grelle et al. 2005, Whittaker et al. 2005, Wilsey et al. 2005, Whittaker and Ferna´ndez-Palacios 2007). 3. Which approach leads to greater improvements in model fits: models based on measurements of environmental heterogeneity in combination with traditional planar estimates of area, or models based on more accurate surface area measurements?



Material and methods We gathered 19 data sets for nine taxa and five different island groups; four of oceanic and one of continental origin (Table 1). The estimation of the total surface area of each island followed the protocol of Nogue´s-Bravo and Arau´jo (2006) and was developed using SAREG 1.2 software (Jenness 2004; see also Bhttp://www.jennessent.com/ arcview/surface_areas.htm). Digital elevation models (DEMs) with 90-m pixel resolution (SRTM 90 m Digital Elevation Data, freely available at Bhttp://srtm.csi.cgiar. org/), were used to calculate the three-dimensional surface area of every island. To calculate surface area, the programme starts by converting the raster information of the DEM into a three-dimensional triangulated irregular network structure (TIN), and then calculates the sum of the areas of all the triangles in the TIN. The same software was used to measure planar area of the islands. We applied logS logcz logA (Eq. 1) for both the planar area and the total surface area measures. For the 13 1556



data sets out of the 19 for which measures of habitat diversity were available we applied the choros model, LogS logbdlogK (Eq. 2), where K is the result of the multiplication of the island size (planar area) with the number of habitat types present on the island, and b and d are constants. The habitat types used originate from: Peck (2001) for the Gala´pagos group (six habitat types; vegetation zones), Enghoff and Baez (1993) for the Canary Islands (six types; vegetation zones), Borges (unpubl.) for the Azores (three types; vegetation types) and Sfenthourakis (1996) for terrestrial isopods of the Aegean Islands (17 types; several ecological variables). See the respective publications for further descriptions of the habitat classifications. We compare the models using the R2 values as a measure of their goodness-of-fit. As the models have the same number of fitted parameters, the R2 values are directly comparable, without any modification (Triantis et al. 2003, 2005). We also performed a paired t-test to test for the statistical difference between the z and c parameters values for Eq. 1 using the two different measures of area. All regressions and the estimation of parameters were carried out using STATISTICA ver. 6.0.



Results The minimum, maximum and mean increases in the estimated area (surface area compared to planar) per island group are presented in Table 1. The analyses of the form and strength of the ISARs using the improved surface measures of island area did not result in significant changes. For each archipelago, the R2 values were almost identical and the same holds for both the c and the z parameters of the model, which in each case remained statistically indistinguishable (paired t-test; results not shown) between the models calculated for planar area and those for the adjusted surface area (Table 1). The speciesareahabitat relationship (the choros model) exhibited higher descriptive power compared to the classic ISAR (using either planar or surface area estimates) for all the cases studied, although in some the increase of fit was marginal.



Discussion Although for certain islands a large increase of the total area was observed (Branco, Cape Verde, 22%; Corvo, Azores, 16%; Tenerife, Canary Islands, 13%), in most of the cases the increase in estimated area was relatively modest (Table 1), meaning that ratios of area between the islands of an archipelago can change as the outcome of how area is estimated. However, our results indicate that the calculation of a more accurate measure of island surface size has negligible impact on the fit and form of ISARs, even though our analyses included some of the most topographically diverse oceanic island groups in the world. A similar conclusion was reached by Nogue´s-Bravo and Arau´jo (2006), who report no significant output using the same method to improving area estimates in grid-cell based models of species richness across continental Europe. Thus, we conclude that efforts to increase the accuracy of descriptions of the speciesarea relationship through more



Table 1. Properties of the island systems, and principal sources of species data used in the analyses (for a full list of data sources, see text), plus model fits for the ISAR (island speciesarea relationship) using planar and total surface measurements of area and for the choros model (within which the planar area measurements were used together with a simple habitat diversity metric). Models with significant fits are indicated with bold face. Island group



Taxon



Source



No. of islands



Elevation range



Minmax increase of area (%)



Mean increase of area (%)



ISAR (planar)



z



Canary Canary Canary Canary



arthropods plants snails birds



Izquierdo Izquierdo Izquierdo Izquierdo



Gala´pagos



Peck (2001)



13



Gala´pagos Gala´pagos Gala´pagos



insects (small orders) beetles plants birds



Peck (2006) Lawesson et al. (1987) Harvey (1994)



13 13 13



Azores Azores Azores Azores



arthropods insects plants snails



Borges et al. (2005) Borges et al. (2005) Silva et al. (2005) Cunha et al. (2005)



9 9 9 9



Aegean Aegean Aegean



isopods butterflies snails



Sfenthourakis (1996) Dennis et al. (2000) Mylonas (1982), Hausdorf and Henning (2005)



25 21 33



Cape Cape Cape Cape



birds arthropods insects plants



Arechavaleta Arechavaleta Arechavaleta Arechavaleta



12 12 12 12



Verde Verde Verde Verde



et et et et



al. al. al. al.



et et et et



(2004) (2004) (2004) (2004)



al. al. al. al.



(2005) (2005) (2005) (2005)



7 7 7 7



6703711



1.6013.13



6.65



761707



0.247.24



1.85



7182351



1.7016.44



5.75



2551434 2551434 1121297



1.7016.44 1.927.59 0.8912.30



4.66 3.77 4.40



1642829



0.3622.03



5.85



   



c



   



ISAR (surface)



R2



Fvalues



pvalues



0.33 0.31 0.11 B0.01



2.49 2.25 0.59 B0.01



0.18 0.19 0.48 0.98



z



   



c



   



R2



0.37 0.34 0.13 0.001



Fvalues 2.88 2.59 0.73 0.007



Choros



pvalues



z



c



R2



Fvalues



pvalues



0.15 0.17 0.43 0.94



0.44 0.22 0.36 



63.58 119.26 2.25 



0.87 0.84 0.58 0.04



34.31 24.51 6.86 0.20



0.02 0.004 0.047 0.67



0.31



14.20



0.66



21.5



B0.001



0.31



13.90



0.66



21.8



B0.001



0.29



11.2



0.76



34.9



B0.001



0.24 0.30 0.08



24.50 37.80 11.00



0.76 0.66 0.38



34.4 21.6 6.67



B0.001 B0.001 0.03



0.26 0.30 0.08



24.20 37.00 10.89



0.76 0.67 0.38



34.6 22.0 6.83



B0.001 B0.001 0.02



0.23 0.27 0.07



21.23 29.9 10.16



0.81 0.77 0.47



46.14 37.3 9.74



B0.001 B0.001 0.01



0.47 0.46 0.13 0.21



59.99 50.10 47.44 14.34



0.84 0.86 0.64 0.71



37.43 42.54 12.52 17.27



B0.001 B0.001 0.009 0.004



0.48 0.47 0.14 0.22



56.09 46.72 46.10 13.98



0.83 0.85 0.65 0.70



33.99 39.11 12.93 15.95



B0.001 B0.001 B0.001 0.005



0.42 0.41 0.12 0.19



51.09 42.84 44.08 13.30



0.85 0.87 0.70 0.73



40.72 46.84 16.40 18.50



0.25 0.26 0.31



6.58 7.36 7.02



0.78 0.47 0.74



80.67 16.87 93.96



B0.001 B0.001 B0.001



0.25 0.26 0.31



6.46 7.36 6.90



0.78 0.48 0.74



79.82 16.86 94.77



B0.001 B0.001 B0.001



0.20



5.50



0.80



94.71



0.14 0.83 0.81 0.29



6.90 3.27 3.20 40.6



0.36 0.92 0.92 0.75



5.63 112.83 110.88 30.12



0.04 B0.0001 B0.0001 0.0003



0.15 0.84 0.82 0.30



6.80 2.96 2.91 38.73



0.36 0.92 0.92 0.77



5.73 118.86 117.50 33.67



0.04 B0.0001 B0.0001 0.0002



0.0003 0.0002 0.005 0.004 B0.001
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accurate measurements of area will not offer substantial (if any) improvement to the descriptive power of the relationship. As Williamson (1988) noted ‘‘ . . .there is little point in being pedantically rigorous in the analysis of speciesarea plots; the points are fuzzy’’. Our analyses also show that the inclusion of a very general measure of environmental heterogeneity (e.g. vegetation types) can substantially improve the descriptive power of models of island species number. The improvement produced by the choros model over a standard ISAR was most pronounced for the Canary Islands, for which the standard ISAR is statistically insignificant for all the taxa considered, whereas the choros model produced a high fit for all the taxa analyzed, with the exception of birds (Table 1). (For a dynamic interpretation of the Canarian richness data set see Whittaker et al. 2007, 2008). The application of the speciesareahabitat relationship suffers mainly from the fact that the outcome of the approach is partly sensitive to the decisions regarding the definition of habitats (Triantis et al. 2005) and thus there might be a problem of standardisation of K (the result of the multiplication of the island’s planar area with the numbers of habitat types present on the island; Materials and methods) across studies. Nonetheless, the effectiveness of the choros model is a clear indication that we can develop more powerful models of island species richness by quantifying environmental factors that are truly mechanistically related with ecosystem properties and with species ecological requirements, e.g. island age, isolation, productivity, energy, environmental heterogeneity. In particular, factors like environmental heterogeneity and energy are valuable in describing the available environmental space or the carrying capacity of the island systems (Wright 1983, Currie 1991, Rosenzweig 1995, Kerr and Packer 1997, Borges and Brown 1999, Kerr et al. 2001, Rahbek and Graves 2001, Triantis et al. 2003, Storch et al. 2005, Kalmar and Currie 2006, Whittaker and Ferna´ndez-Palacios 2007). There are difficulties in quantifying the way environment varies, and relating this to the number of species. First, there is a general failure of ecological theory to deal adequately with geographical scale (Whittaker et al. 2001) and therefore the results and conclusion of many ecological studies, in many cases, are biased by scale effects (Nogue´sBravo et al. 2008). Additionally, the environmental heterogeneity is complex, multifaceted and difficult to quantify from the target organism’s perspective in an objective and repeatable fashion. In order to overcome this difficulty, in several cases island altitude has been used as a surrogate of habitat diversity. However, this correlation can greatly vary, depending on the elevational scale and the approach taken for defining habitat types (this study, results not shown). Therefore, caution is needed when elevation is used as a surrogate of habitat diversity. An additional way of approaching this problem is through Williamson’s (1988) concept of environmental heterogeneity having a ‘reddened spectrum’. Using the analogy of light which can be split into a spectrum of different colours, similarly ecological phenomena including temporal and spatial series can be resolved into sets of waves of different frequencies or wavelengths (Williamson 1988, p. 107). A reddened spectrum is one in which the lowfrequency events (those happening on longer spatial and 1558



temporal scales) explain more of the total variability (of species richness) than high-frequency ones. Williamson adds a second ingredient, by suggesting that the pattern of environmental variation is to some extent fractal, i.e. that as one increases the magnification by which a landscape is studied, more detail becomes apparent in it. The relevance of fractals and the reddened spectrum of environments to a fuller understanding of speciesarea effects remains to be explored more intensively (Storch et al. 2002, Johnson et al. 2003, Palmer 2007). On the basis of the simple analyses reported herein, we offer the following pointers. Although area has proved to be the most powerful single variable in explaining variation in island species numbers, it is both an incomplete descriptor and in some ways an incompletely understood descriptor (Whittaker and Ferna´ndez-Palacios 2007, Triantis et al. 2008). Whilst increasing area, of itself, means higher population sizes and thus more different species can be accommodated, it is clear that quantification of other factors (e.g. climate, habitat diversity, evolutionary history) that partially co-vary with area, is necessary if we are to develop a more predictive science of species number variation across insular systems. This is evident because even within single archipelagos, increasing the accuracy of the estimation of physical space does not significantly improve model fits, in contrast to models incorporating crude measures of habitat diversity reported herein, and recent global models of variation in island bird species numbers based on climate and area combined (Kalmar and Currie 2006, Whittaker 2006). Acknowledgements  KAT was supported in this work by a Marie Curie Intra-European Fellowship Program (project ‘SPAR’, 041095), DNB is supported by the I3P program and JH by the UK Natural Environment Research Council.
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